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In paper results o f  the comparative analysis o f  modeling adequacy o f the nonstationary 
traffic in telecommunication networks are given. For optimum modeling dynamics o f  
the traffic metrics o f spaces Euclid and Gilbert are used. The algorithm and a technique 
o f verification o f optimum models are developed. It is shown, that modeling o f the 
nonstationary traffic in space Gilbert is preferable as gives more exact models. 
Theoretical positions are illustrated by numerical examples and diagrams with use o f  
system MathCAD.
Introduction. Problems of modeling, 
the analysis, synthesis of methods of 
optimum service of the traffic in 
telecommunication and computer networks 
become more and more actual in process of 
development of these networks, complication 
of their architecture, increase of number of 
levels in hierarchical structure of networks, 
transition to principles of construction of 
open information systems on the basis of 
seven levels reference model o f standards 
OSI ISO, growth of a supply and demand in 
the market of methods of optimum synthesis 
of models o f optimum service of the traffic 
at a transport level [1-3]. The hobby of some 
researchers models of the self-similar traffic 
[4] has resulted to that many real kinds of the 
periodic and nonstationary traffic remain 
outside o f a field o f vision, and, hence, 
behind frameworks of modeling and 
research. One of the main reasons of such 
state of affairs is complexity of the problems 
decision of modeling for nonstationary and 
nonlinear cases. In the known literature there 
are no results of the comparative analysis of 
models of the nonstationary traffic that in 
many respects is caused by weak 
development o f mathematical methods of 
stochastic approximation of random 
nonstationary processes. The given work is 
directed on partial overcoming of the 
specified difficulties in the field o f modeling 
and optimum service of the nonstationary 
traffic.
The purpose of work. The purpose 
of work is the comparative analysis of 
models of the nonstationary traffic in 
telecommunication and computer networks.
For achievement o f the purpose the 
following tasks are put and solved: 
development of algorithm and a technique of 
the comparative analysis of adequacy of 
models o f the non-stationary traffic in 
telecommunication and computer networks, 
a choice of the metrics of spaces of 
comparison of models and criteria of their 
optimality, a substantiation of reference 
models of the casual non-stationary traffic 
which the substantiation and a choice of 
criteria of an optimality of models of the 
non-stationary traffic, a substantiation of 
statement o f a problem and construction of 
optimum models of the non-stationary 
traffic, the comparative analysis of adequacy 
o f optimum models o f the non-stationary 
traffic serve as base models of the 
comparative analysis of offered models of 
the real traffic, on the basis of the chosen 
parameters of adequacy, the decision of 
numerical examples, the formulation of 
conclusions by results of the comparative 
analysis of optimum models o f the non­
stationary traffic.
General statement of problems. 
In a role of the initial data are chosen initial 
polynomial representation of the reference 
non-stationary traffic with known Gaussian 
m dimension independent factors of 
decomposition. The basic methods of
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construction of the approached optimum 
models of the non-stationary traffic chooses 
a method o f quantization o f the traffic and 
Markova approximations of casual process 
o f change o f conditions o f the traffic, method 
Ritz and a method of the maximal 
plausibility. As results o f the decision o f a 
problem results o f the comparative analysis 
of adequacy of models of the non-stationary 
traffic constructed on the basis of metrics of 
spaces Euclid and Gilbert, and also 
conclusions on results of the analysis serve.
The decision of a problem. We 
shall start with development of algorithm 
and a technique of the comparative analysis 
o f adequacy o f models o f the nonstationary 
traffic in telecommunication and computer 
networks. The logic analysis o f a problem 
has shown that the operational basis of 
algorithm o f the comparative analysis of 
adequacy of models of the nonstationary 
traffic should consist o f 16 operations. 
Procedure of the comparative analysis of 
adequacy of models of the nonstationary 
traffic, as a matter o f fact, is procedure of 
verification o f models o f the nonstationary 
traffic.
The general technique of verification 
o f models o f the nonstationary traffic offered 
by us is based on the following base 
algorithm o f verification:
1. Normalization and reduction a 
dimensionless kind of a range o f change of 
realizations the traffic envelope and its 
interval o f the nonstationary. This operation 
allows to model "normalized dynamics o f the 
traffic” in "a single square" with coordinates 
o f tops: (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1).
2. A choice of the model dimension of 
n that is numbers o f discrete conditions of 
the nonstationary traffic. This number shows, 
on how much quantums the individual 
square for step approximation o f the 
nonstationary traffic shares and generally is 
the essential characteristic o f the model 
dimension, and also its accuracy.
3. Definition of the dimensionless 
normalized intensities of changes o f the 
traffic conditions. These of intensities are 
defined as intensities of crossing by the 
traffic o f the given levels o f quantization.
4. Construction of logical-
mathematical model of dynamics o f the 
traffic as the column as which tops 
conditions of the traffic serve, and the 
directed edges - arrows with the instruction 
o f the directions changes of conditions the 
traffic.
5. Drawing up o f differential equations 
Kolmogorov-Chepmen concerning the 
probabilities o f the traffic conditions 
describing dynamics of the traffic, on 
logical-mathematical model of the traffic 
dynamics. B.V.Vasil'eva's known rule for 
drawing up o f the differential equations on 
column [1] is used.
6. A choice of entry conditions system 
for the decision of problem Cauchy with the 
help o f the made differential equations of 
dynamics o f the traffic.
7. Direct transformation Laplace 
system of the differential equations in system 
of the algebraic equations concerning images 
of the conditions probabilities o f the traffic at 
entry conditions of item 6.
8. The decision of the received system 
of the linear algebraic equations concerning 
images of the conditions probabilities of the 
traffic method Gauss or a method of a matrix 
system to a triangular kind in view of a 
normalization condition for unknown 
images.
9. Transformation by a method of 
uncertain factors of images to a kind of the 
sums of the simple rational fractions 
convenient for search of originals in return 
transformation Laplace.
10. Return transformation Laplace for 
the received images o f probabilities.
11. Use of probabilities of conditions 
and quantized values of the traffic for 
definition o f a population mean and a 
dispersion bending around nonstationary 
Gaussian the traffic.
12. A choice of metrics spaces of 
comparison models, criteria o f optimality, 
optimization quantized values of the traffic 
with the purpose o f achievement the best 
approximation of the modeling and reference 
moments of the traffic. Comparison and 
optimization o f models are carried out with 
use o f metrics Euclid (a discrete case) and 
metrics Gilbert (a continuous case).
13. Specification by an iterative
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graphic method of optimum values 
normalized intensities.
14. A choice of criteria adequacy and 
quantitative measurements of adequacy of 
compared models to the reference traffic by 
these criteria.
15. The comparative analysis of results 
of use of various models and the reference 
traffic, revealing of new laws of optimum 
modeling.
16. The formulation of conclusions by 
results of the analysis and comparisons of 
characteristics modeling and reference 
traffic.
By this technique with a required level 
of detailed elaboration o f steps 1-16 
algorithms in the further are solved the 
problems of the comparative analysis of 
models designated above and the reference 
traffic. For check of adequacy of models to 
the reference traffic dependences of 
parameters accuracy of modeling on 
parameters o f models are used.
The basic features of a technique and 
base algorithm of a choice optimum 
quantized values we shall show for parallel 
consideration of two cases o f modeling: 
discrete and continuous. These cases are 
different, as it was already marked, a choice 
of the metrics space comparison of reference 
and modeling characteristics (see item 12). 
In a discrete case the metrics space Euclid is 
used, in a continuous case the metrics space 
Gilbert is used.
Let's apply consistently base algorithm 
of the decision of problems of verification 
models at use of two conditions o f the 
nonstationary traffic, we shall receive the 
following results.
1. Normalization and reduction a 
dimensionless kind of a range o f change of 
realizations bending around the traffic and its 
interval nonstationary.
On fig. 1 "the individual square" for 
research of adequacy of modeling the first 
order moments- population means 
nonstationary, growing on an interval 
nonstationary, Gaussian traffic is shown. The 
continuous line represents the normalized 
dimensionless population mean m(t0 the 
reference traffic submitted as normalized on 
normalized interval nonstationary [0,1]
parabola with casual independent Gaussian 
in factors:
m(tk) = tk - ( 2 - t k) ,  (1)
where tk -  k-th moment of time from the 
dimensionless normalized interval [0,1] 
times nonstationary. Stroke - dotted 
represent normalized dimensionless 
population means M(t0 the modeling traffic 
with optimized in space of Euclid quantized 
values of the traffic (fig. la) and with 
optimized in space of Gilbert quantized 
values of the traffic submitted in same 
normalized Gilbert space:
M « l ) = Z1- ( Z 2 - Z l)-Pls-e-’u‘ , (2)
where Z], Z2 - quantized values of the traffic, 
P 10 - initial value of the first condition 
probability of the traffic,
rjl - intensity of change of the traffic 
for the first condition.
Deeper sense of all parameters of 
expression (2) will be opened later at 
construction of dynamics model o f the 
traffic.
2. A choice o f dimension o f model n, 
in other words, numbers o f discrete 
conditions o f the nonstationary traffic. For an 
illustration of a technique and the general 
algorithm the minimal dimension of model is 
chosen: n = 2. At n = 2 there are only two 
conditions of the traffic. They are defined by 
two quantums of traffic Ai, A 2 and three 
levels o f quantization o f the traffic: zo = 0, zj 
=  0,5, Z2 — 1. These values participate in 
definition of intensity of the traffic and 
optimum quantized values o f traffic Z/, Z2 
for two conditions. The elementary model is 
the least exact, reflects the worst case of 
modeling and gives pessimistic estimations.
When quantization of the traffic carry 
out the following nonlinear transformations 
o f the traffic, all values of the traffic, which 
get in the first interval of quantization
Ai = z i - z 0, (3)
replace with one quantized value Z/. All 
values of the traffic, which get in the second 
interval of quantization
A 2 =  Z2 - Z u  (4)
replace with one quantized value Z2.
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
i_0_i tj^ Llj
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
A, t.k Jj
a. A discrete case ^ ^  continuous case
Fig.l. An illustration of normalization values of the traffic and an interval of time nonstationary
Thus, in the space quantization of 
continual changes of the traffic is replaced 
with discrete space with final accounting 
number of conditions. In result continuous 
monotonous change of the nonstationary 
traffic is replaced with a step line which 
consists from quantized constant values of 
the traffic on intervals o f quantization. In the 
further, quantized values o f the traffic are 
considered as realization o f the discrete 
traffic which take place with probabilities of 
discrete conditions of the traffic.
3. Definition dimensionless normalized 
intensities changes of conditions by the 
traffic.
At n -  2 there is only one change of 
the traffic intensity - intensity rjl transition 
of the traffic from the first condition to the 
second. By definition rjl there is a size, 
return to average time before crossing by a 
population mean o f the reference traffic o f 
the first level o f quantization. More precisely 
the physical sense rjl can be defined as: an 
intensity r| 1 change of the traffic on the first 
interval is normalized on length of first 
interval A1 speed v/ changes of the traffic:
rjl = v /  Ai = 1/ti, (5)
For definition rjl it is necessary to 
solve be relative t the equation
so lve , t ( .2929^
(6)t • (2 -  t) = z,
1 float, 4 1.707/
The decision o f the equation (6), "with 
an accuracy o f fourth mark after a point", is 
shown in system MathCAD for a case, when 
the first level o f quantization z t = 0.5. As the 
second root o f a parabola does not belong to 
the normalized interval, as the decision the
first root ti = 0.2929 serves.
Hence, required dimensionless 
intensity for a case zj -  0.5, tj = 0.2929 is 
equal
rjl = l / t , =  1/0.2929 = 3.414.
4. Construction o f logical- 
mathematical model o f dynamics o f the 
traffic as the column as which tops 
conditions o f the traffic serve, and the 
directed edges - arrows with the instruction 
o f directions o f change of conditions traffic. 
At n - 2  the most simple kind has form:
( H - O
Fig. 2. Graf as logical-mathematical 
model o f dynamics o f the traffic 
On fig. 2 the following designations 
are accepted: Si, S2 - the first and second 
conditions o f the traffic, tjl - intensity 
transition o f the traffic from the first 
condition to the second. Probabilities o f a 
presence of the traffic at the moment of time 
t in conditions Si, S2 are designated through 
Pi(t), Pi(t). After quantization of value of the 
traffic for these two conditions are equal, 
accordingly, to two quantized values Zi, Z2 
which appear with probabilities Pi(t), P2(t). 
As events, which consist in hit o f value o f 
the traffic in this or that interval o f 
quantization, form full group o f events, for 
probabilities o f conditions o f the traffic fairly 
a normalization condition:
P ,( t)+ P 2(t)= l.  (7)
5. Drawing up of differential equations 
Kolmogorov-Chepmen concerning the 
probabilities o f conditions of the traffic 
describing dynamics o f the traffic, on
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logical-mathematical model of dynamics of 
the traffic.
We use Vasil'eva B.V.'s rule for 
drawing up of the differential equations on 
the column fig. 2. We shall receive: 
d P( t )
-= - r j P i t )  (8)
dt 
dP iit)  
d t = U P « ) (9)
As probabilities of conditions are 
connected by conditions normalizations (7), 
it is necessary to solve system from two 
equations: the differential equation (8) and 
the algebraic equation (7): 
dPAt)
dt ~ ' (10) 
Pj(t) + P2(t) =1. ’
6. A choice o f system of entry 
conditions for the decision of problem 
Cauchy with the help of the made differential 
equations o f dynamics of the traffic.
The assumption that at the initial 
moment of time to value of the traffic can be 
in any interval is natural. General view entry 
conditions therefore are fair:
Pl(to) =Pw.  P2O0)  ~ P 20- (11)
7. Direct transformation Laplace 
system of the differential equations in the 
system of the algebraic equations concerning 
images o f probabilities of conditions traffic 
at entry conditions (11).
Applying to system (10) direct 
transformation Laplace by known rules [2], 
we shall receive
s p ( s ) - p 0= - r j l p ( s )  
P ( s )  + P 2(s) = 1/s
(12)
8. The decision of the received system 
of the algebraic equations concerning images 
of probabilities of conditions traffic method 
Gauss, a method of data of a matrix system 
to a triangular kind or a method of 
substitution in view of a condition 
normalization for unknown images.
Solving a system from two algebraic 
equations (12) concerning unknown images 
Pi(s), P2(3)  probabilities of conditions Si, S2 a 
method of substitution in the second 
equation of the image of probability of the 
first condition, we shall find
P,( s )  = P jo/ ( s +t]j)
1
(13)
f.W =  (14)s (s + ni)
9. Transformation by a method of 
uncertain factors of images to a kind of the 
sums o f the rational fractions convenient for 
search of originals in return transformation 
Laplace.
Images (13), (14) in a considered 
simple case already represent the sums of 
simple rational fractions, therefore 
intermediate transformations it is not 
required.
10. Return transformation Laplace for 
the received images o f probabilities.
Applying return transformation 
Laplace to images (13), (14) [ 2 ], we shall 
receive
P X t) =  P we ^
Pr{t) =  1-  p x0 e ’nt
(15)
(16)
11. Use of probabilities conditions and 
quantized values o f the traffic for definition 
of a population mean and a dispersion 
bending around nonstationary Gaussian the 
traffic.
Let's use known formulas for a 
population mean and a dispersion of a 
discrete random variable and we shall take 
into account also that probabilities of 
conditions because o f nonstationary the 
traffic depend on time. We shall receive
M{t)=j.ZiPi{t) = Z 2 + ( Z i - Z 2 )Pio e- , i' (1 7 )
D(t)= z z j P i ( t )  -  M 2 (t) (18)/=1
The formula (17) evidently shows, 
how quantization and Markov approximation 
result in models o f a population mean of the 
nonstationary traffic as a linear combination 
an exhibitor. From the formula (17) follows, 
that in maintenance of adequacy of the 
modeling traffic to the reference traffic 
essential value has a correct choice of 
quantized values. Further for optimization of 
a choice quantized values the method of 
maximal plausibility (MMP) which at 
normal multivariate distribution of the traffic 
results in use of a method o f least squares 
(MLS) is used. Comparison (17) and (2) the
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reasons o f modeling representation o f the 
first initial moment of the nonstationary 
traffic as a linear combination the exhibitor 
completely opens.
We shall use the metrics o f the 
Euclid’s space then the square of distance 
between the first initial moments of the 
reference and model o f the nonstationary 
traffic can be submitted as [4]
s(Z\ , Z2 )2 = ■ (2 - O  - [Z2 -  (Z2 - Z,) • />„ ■ e-"'‘ ]]2 ’ 
,,=o
(19)
where Z/ and Z2 - the traffic quantization 
values,
tk (2-tk) - normalized on an interval 
o f comparison the standard o f the traffic,
rj - intensity o f change of the 
nonstationary traffic,
tk -  the k - th moment of the traffic 
supervision time,
P jo - probability o f the traffic 
presence in the first condition at the initial 
moment of time.
When we use the metrics o f the 
Gilbert’s space then the square of distance 
between the first initial moments o f the 
reference and model o f the nonstationary 
traffic can be submitted as [4]
[» ..(2 - ,.)-  , (20)
_ [Z 2 -  (Z 2 - Z \ ) - P w ■ e~n‘k ]]2 dtk 
From formulas (19), (20) follows, that 
with a choice o f quantized values Z/ and Z2 it 
is possible to provide the best approximation 
of the initial moments o f the reference 
traffic. Similar expression can be written 
down concerning the second central 
moments of the reference and model o f the 
nonstationary traffic. For a case o f the 
Gaussian multivariate distribution the 
optimum choice o f the first two moments of 
the traffic model the method o f optimization 
o f quantized values and their dispersions 
allows to solve a problem of the best 
approximation of the normal density of 
distribution o f the reference nonstationary 
traffic and the normal density distribution of 
the model o f the nonstationary traffic.
Let's illustrate the specified 
opportunity with the problem decision o f the 
best approximation of a population mean of 
the reference nonstationary traffic by a 
population mean of the model o f the traffic.
Considering (19), (20) as optimization 
criteria of quantized values in a nonlinear 
bidimentional problem of optimization 
without restrictions, we use a classical 
method o f search of the optimal quantized 
values.
This problem we shall solve in the 
following statement: expression of 
optimization criterion quantized values Zy, Z2 
as functional (19) or (20) is known, the 
classical method of search of a minimum 
(19) or (20) requires to find Ziopt, Z2opt, 
delivering a minimum functional (1) (a 
discrete case) or functional (20) (a 
continuous case):
min £1(Z\,-Zl) -  Smin (Z \opt-Z2opt) ’ (21) 
Z1..Z2
Differentiating functionals (19), (20) 
on parameters Zy, Z2, we shall receive two 
equations of optimization concerning values 
Zy, Z2.
1. For a discrete case:
• (2 ■- tk) -  [Z2 -  (Z2 -  Z ,) • P10 • e-™ ]] *
(22)
£ [[* * •  ( 2 - f * ) - [ Z 2 - ( Z 2 - Z , ) *
&  . (23)
2. For a continuous case:
o
9
j [ * t - ( 2 - t k ) - [ Z 2 ~ ( Z 2 - Z , ) *
(24)
0
* p« 
(1 1^0 -e
"*' ]] •
)dt k = 0
(25)
Let's result these equations in an initial 
form of system from two linear algebraic 
equations, we shall receive
anZx + ax2Z2 = b{, (26)
a21Zj + a22Z2 -  b2. (27)
where elements o f matrix A and vector B  of 
this system
( an a12 ^
(28) 
(29)
'«11 n ''
v. a21 a22 j
f b0B * =
, b2)
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are defined by the following formulas: 
1. For a discrete case:
a l\ = £ ( P w - e ^ ) 2
tk= o
9
a2\ = £ P w -e~^
(30)
fll2 = £ ( l - ' -^ *10 ' e-n-h)'Pi0 -n-h
o22 = '£(1- ■Pw 'e
(31)
h= 0
h= o
b2 = £ \ t k ( 2 - t k) ] - ( \ - P X0- e ^ )
h=o
2. For a continuous case:
au =\ {PM-e~^fdtk ,
0
«21 = J (^0 • Є~Ц Ч ) • 0  “  ^ 0 ■ )dtk '
0
a12- j m - P w -e-^)-(Pl0-e~^)]dtk
(32)
(33)
(34)
•e
u
W = j [ ^ ( 2 - ^ ) ] . ( ^ o - ^ №
0
0
b2 = j[ tk( 2 - t k) ] - ( l -Pi0-e-^)dtk
(35)
Using Kramer’s rule, we shall receive 
optimum quantized values o f controlled 
variables
„ IA11 ,  |A2|
Zl° T X T ,  20 ■ T a T, (36)
where |A|, |A1|, |A2| - determinants of the 
equations system (26), (27).
Substituting these values in functional 
(19) or (20), we shall find its minimal value 
at optimum quantized values (36).
Example 1. We shall show feature of 
definition optimum quantized values and 
minimal root-mean-square deviations of the 
moments o f the first order nonstationary 
parabolic traffic at the following initial data: 
P I0 = 0.95, P20 = 0.05,ru= 3.414.
Using formulas (30) - (32), we shall 
find parameters of system of the algebraic 
equations for a discrete case
fll 1 = 0.903 a l2  = 0.078 b\ = 0.031 
a21 = 0.078 «22 = 0.941 b2 = 0.969
Using formulas (33) - (35), we shall 
find parameters o f system of the algebraic 
equations for a continuous case
au =0.132 
a2X =0.137
al2 =0.137 
a22 = 0.594
bx =0.108 
b2 = 0.559
Substituting these values in formulas 
for determinants, we shall find their values 
for a discrete case 
|A| float,7 -> .8440187 = 0.844 
IAl| float,7 -> -,4593524e-1 =-0 .046 
IA2| float,7 -> .8727696 = 0.873
Substituting these values in formulas 
for determinants, we shall find their values 
for a continuous case 
\A\ float, 7 —> 5.961473-10”2 = 0.06
\Al\ float, 7 —> -1.267710• 10~2 = -0.013
\A2\ float, 7 —> 5.905071 ■ 10~2 = 0.059
We use these values o f determinants 
and we shall find under formulas (36) 
required optimum quantized values. In 
system MathCAD the decision looks like:
1. For a discrete case
.2126505 Л f -0.213  ^
lsolve(A,B) float,7 -» =
^ .9905389 )  V 0.991 )
Z 10 := -0.213 (37)
Z20 := .990538
2. For a continuous case
-,5442444e-14» f  —0.054 Л
1.034064 J  ~ {  1.034 J  
Z10 := -0.054 (38)
Z20 := 1.034
Substituting optimum quantized values 
Zio, Z20 in the formula (21), we shall find the 
minimal values target functional and root- 
mean-square errors of modeling of a 
population mean of the reference traffic:
1. For a discrete case
n(Zi,Z2) =1.624xi o“7
(40)
2
Є mtnV
,=V 1.624 X10~7 =0.04%
2. For a continuous case 
Z j>Z 2) =2,587*10~3 
=V2.587x10- 3 = 0,05086 = 5,086% (4 1 )
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Let's define the minimal value of 
average factor o f a variation o f an error on an 
interval nonstationary:
1. For a discrete case
r r O min 0.04%  „ nsa/
mo = 0-667 = 0 M /o  (41)
2. For a continuous case 
T, O'min 5,086
mo = 0,667 ’ (42)
where average value (a constant component) 
normalized traffic on an interval 
nonstationary is defined under the formula
i
m0 = \ [ tk - { 2 - t k)]dtk . (43)
0
On fig. 3 results o f modeling o f a 
population mean of the reference 
nonstationary traffic m(tk) by model M(Z; , 
Z2 , tk) optimized in space Gilbert with 
parameters (38), and a parameter of accuracy 
of the modeling (42) optimized in space 
Euclid by model Ml(tk), and also model 
M2(tk) in which in a role quantized values 
average values o f quantums are used are 
shown. Comparing curves, it is uneasy to 
notice, that model M  optimized in space 
Gilbert M(Zi , Z2 , tk) with parameters (38), 
and a parameter of accuracy of modeling 
(42) yields the best results of modeling of the 
reference traffic. It speaks that optimization 
of model in space Euclid is deceptive. 
Because of that in functional (19) the limited 
number o f points of comparison is taken into 
account, considerably smaller value o f factor 
o f a variation o f an error o f modeling (39) in 
comparison with a margin error modeling in 
space Gilbert (40), approximately on two 
order turns out. At the same time fig. 3 
evidently illustrates that the model optimized 
in space Gilbert approximates the reference 
traffic much better.
& t k x
Fig. 3. Comparison of models o f the 
nonstationary traffic
Conclusions
1. Application o f quantization and 
Markov approximations allows building 
adequate models o f the nonstationary traffic 
submitted initial polynomial by 
decomposition with casual factors.
2. Use even the elementary model with 
two conditions o f the traffic allows to 
approximate a population mean of the 
nonstationary traffic submitted as a 
normalized parabola with two casual 
parameters.
3. Offered the system o f parameters 
and a technique of verification o f models 
nonstationary traffic with various number of 
conditions o f the traffic allow to carry out 
verification of models and to use quantitative 
estimations of a degree o f adequacy of 
models to the real non-stationary traffic.
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